
SF Pilot & Terminals Regs: 
*********************************** 
 

Richmond Chevron Long Wharf (Chevron Long Wharf Guidelines) 
 
a. It is recommended that vessels docked port side to at RLW1, 40K DWT and above, and vessels docked 
port side to at RLW2, 3 and 4, 80K DWT and above, sail on flood currents only. (Chevron Long Wharf 
recommendation) 
b. For 188,000 DWT tankers, see Addendum 1-B. 
c. Chevron Long Wharf minimum tug requirements will be applied to all routine ship movements. See 
Addendum 1A for Chevron [RLW] minimum tug requirements. 
d. See Addendum 1 for Recommended Guidelines for Separating Arrivals and Departures at Richmond 
Long Wharf. 
e. It is recommended that vessels docking with a draft of 38 feet or greater use a minimum of three tugs, 
two Class A and the third of Class B or two Class A tractors. 
f. It is recommended that vessels docking at the Long Wharf plan their approach to arrive at the Long 
Wharf no later than one-half hour prior to or no earlier than one-half hour after slack tide, based on 
Richmond current station 14(d), in order to avoid arrival at slack water. 
g. It is recommended that vessels berthing at Chevron Richmond Long Wharf Berth #1, with an LOA 
greater than 750 feet, moor port side to only. Any vessels wishing to moor S/S to at Berth 1 must have 
pre-approval from RLW. If it is necessary for a vessel with an LOA greater than 750 feet to moor 
starboard side to in Berth #1, vessel will, at a minimum, be required to run an additional forward spring 
line leading aft. 
h. Vessels may use 2’ UKC in the maneuvering area approaching or departing the RLW in accordance 
with RLW guidelines. 
9. Richmond Inner Harbor Tug requirements for vessels arriving and departing Richmond Inner Harbor: 
Vessels up to 600’ LOA: AB 
Vessels over 600’ LOA: AA 
Vessels over 700’ LOA: At A 
Vessels over 800’LOA: A+ A+ 
 
b. Weather permitting, vessels undocking without turning may eliminate the smaller tug if they have an 
adequate bow thruster, as set forth in these guidelines. 
 

c. It is recommended that vessels greater than 650’ LOA be turned at Pt. Potrero Turning Basin. 
 
d. Vessels with a draft greater than 33 ft. or LOA greater than 700’ transiting Richmond Inner Harbor 
shall plan their arrival to pass RLW/Ferry Point with a maximum 1 kt. Flood current or 0.5 kt. ebb current 
& their departure with a maximum 0.5 kt. ebb current; based on the RICHMOND (14d) current station. 
Deep draft vessels that cannot meet this requirement may require a tractor tug to assist. Consult with 
the Operations Pilot. 
 
e. Vessels greater than 800’ LOA and requiring a turn will be required to transit Richmond Inner Harbor 
during daylight hours. Vessels greater than 800’ LOA not requiring a turn, with a draft less than 30 feet, 
may depart during non-daylight hours. All conditions of paragraph (d) above remain in effect. 
 
SHIP/TUGBOAT ASSISTANCE 



 
VESSEL SIZE MOORING (no. of tugs) UNMOORING (no. of tugs) 
 
Up to 30,000DWT* 2 Class B tugs* 2 Class B tugs* 
 
30,000 to 65,000DWT* 1 Class B tug* plus 
1 Class A tug = 2 tugboats 
1 Class B tug* plus 
1 Class A tug = 2 tugs 
 
65,000 to 130,000DWT 2 Class A tugs plus 
1 Class B tug = 3 tugboats 
2 Class A tugboats 
130,000 to 195,000DWT** 4 Class A tugboats, OR 
3 Class A (if two tractor tugboats 
are employed) 
3 Class A tugboats 
Over 195,000DWT** 4 Class A tugboats 3 Class A tugboats plus 
1 Class B tug = 4 tugboats 
* A bow thruster of 1000hp or greater is equivalent to a Class “B” tugboat 
** On vessels of this size, usage of at least two tractor tugboats is recommended. 
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GUIDELINES FOR 188,000 DWT Tankers Calling at the CHEVRON RICHMOND LONG WHARF for 
Maneuvering into Berth # 4 port side to, or starboard side to  
 
DOCKING: 
1. Chevron requires a minimum underkeel clearance (UKC) of 2 feet for all vessels operating in the 
Maneuvering Area off the Richmond Long Wharf. (See latest revison of the Richmond Long Wharf Draft 
Restriction Letter). 
2. While alongside the berth, all vessels must maintain a minimum underkeel clearance of 2 feet. (Upon 
docking, the vessel should be able to set through the next low water and maintain 2 feet UKC with the 
equivalent arrival draft). 
3. The ship is heading into the prevailing current for the “docking maneuver.” 
4. Vessels SHALL NOT dock if the wind exceeds 25 knots (gusting or steady). Vessels SHALL NOT dock if 
the visibility is less than one mile. Call Chevron Richmond Long Wharf at (510) 242-4494 or VHF Channel 
10 for weather status. WARNING: Vessels SHALL NOT moor port-side-to at 
Berth # 4 if there is any observed or forecasted wind from the North to East quadrant exceeding 10 
knots. 
5. Tugboat Requirements for docking (Class A rated ): three (3) tugboats (if there are a minimum of (2) 
tractors and (1) twin screw (Class A) OR (4) twin screw (Class A) 
6. Vessels must have the offshore anchor ready for emergency use.  
 
WHILE ALONGSIDE: 
1. If wind speed exceeds 20 knots from the north to east quadrant, secure cargo operations and 
remove DCMAs. 
2. If wind speed exceeds 25 knots from the North to East quadrant, order (3) Class A tugs to hold 
ship alongside the berth. 



 
UNDOCKING: 
1. Vessel should sail/depart on a weak flooding current. Vessel’s Master, Pilot and Chevron Shipping will 
agree on the departure time and weather conditions. 
2. Employ a minimum of (3) tugboats, twin screw (Class A) or better. Provided by Chevron Shipping 6-24-
03. 
 

 
Recommended Guidelines for Separating 
Vessel Arrivals and Departures at Richmond Long Wharf 
 
Objective: To provide safe time buffers between vessel movements to avoid meeting situations in either 
the maneuvering area off the Long Wharf or the Southampton Shoal Channel and its approaches, and to 
avoid forcing vessels into a “holding pattern” to await berth space. These Guidelines supplement the 
Federal RNA Rules. 
 
Note: These guidelines shall in no way interfere with or preclude the authority of the Master and or Pilot 
of any vessel. Nothing in these guidelines should be construed as preventing the terminal and departing 
or arriving vessels from agreeing to a divergence from these guidelines, as long as ALL parties agree and 
no vessel is put in an unsafe position or in violation of the Regulated Navigation Area (RNA).  
 
Pre-arrival Notifications: 
Vessels are required to contact the Richmond Long Wharf three (3) hours prior to the scheduled docking 
time on VHF Channel 10. Use telephone communication (510-242-4494, Richmond Long Wharf Control 
Room) only as a backup to the radio call. At this time the Head Operator (H. O.) will advise the vessel of 
the following: 
 
1. Confirmation of berth assignment and availability (i.e. empty or occupied with departure information). 
2. Scheduled departure times of vessels from other RLW berths, vessel names and which side to the 
berth (port or starboard) 
 
At one hour before your assigned docking time, again contact Richmond Long Wharf on VHF Channel 10 
and establish what frequency the pilot will use to moor the vessel. Richmond Long Wharf has VHF 
Channels 7A and 77 available on their portable VHF radio. 
Vessels shifting to the Long Wharf from Anchorage or from other facilities are required to contact the 
Wharf before heaving anchor or departing berth. 
Vessels inbound from sea are advised to contact the Long Wharf when they reach the Golden Gate 
Bridge for an update on RLW vessel schedules. 
A communication log will be kept at the Long Wharf to verify that the required pre-arrival notification 
has taken place. 
 
Vessel Separation Times: 
Case A: Successive arrivals and successive departures. A one-hour time separation between last line on 
vessel number 1 and the first line on vessel number 2, in other words, a clear hour between mooring 
operations. 
 
Case B: Incoming and departing vessels using separate routes (for example, one vessel transiting 
Southampton Shoal Channel and the other transiting the East span of the San Rafael Bridge.) 



 A one-hour time separation between last line on vessel number 1 and the first line on vessel number 2, 
in other words, a clear hour between mooring operations. 
 

Case C: Incoming and departing vessels both using Southampton Shoal Channel 
 A three-hour time separation between actual departure and arrival times (“departure” means the time 

of beginning to let go the departing vessel’s lines and “arrival” means the time the inbound vessel 
arrives alongside the Long Wharf), with priority being given to the inbound 
vessel. (Note: vessels shifting from Anchorage #5 to RLW must remain clear of Southampton Shoal 
Channel and approaches until the departing vessel clears them, but need not wait for the three hours.) 
 

 Note: If the Departing Vessel is delayed at the Wharf, the H. O. must, as soon as possible, contact and 
advise the inbound vessels of the delay (VTS at 415-556-2760 and Pilot Office at 415-393-0457 can assist 
if needed). If the inbound vessel is committed to its approach to Southampton Shoal Channel (usually by 
the time the vessel reaches the Golden Gate Bridge), the departing vessel must be held at the Long 
Wharf until the arriving vessel is safely alongside. (This assumes the vessel at the wharf is in a different 
berth than the in bound vessel’s intended 
berth). The Head Operator will make all decisions at the wharf regarding the holding of vessels. Please 
note: If in case C, the Departing vessel must meet a particular tide and is constrained by draft, and if the 
inbound vessel is still safely outside the Bay or can safely proceed to anchor, the 
inbound vessel will be asked to wait for the departing vessel. The head operator should anticipate these 
cases and advise the scheduled inbound vessel sufficiently in advance of coming into the Bay or before 
heaving anchor. It is the duty of the Chevron Head Operator to work toward resolving conflicts and 
make any required decision regarding the holding of a vessel at the Long Wharf. 
 
Upper Channel affected by Pinole: 
============================= 

P66 Rodeo 
 
a. ROD3 (Lower): Vessels over 600’ are to dock P/S only. ROD5 (Upper): All vessels S/S only except ATB’s. 
No vessels over 600’. 
 

ROD4 (Center): All vessels can berth either side to. 
 
b. Vessels docked port side to may undock anytime during flood current and on ebb current less than 
1.5 kts. 
 

 
MINIMUM MOORING REQUIREMENTS 

 
Ships must have a minimum of 2 bow head lines, 2 forward breast lines, 2 forward spring 
lines, 2 aft spring lines, 2 aft breast lines, and 2 stern lines.  
(Note: Head lines and breast lines are to be lead to points A-B-N for ships port side to 
at ROD-3)  

 



All ship mooring lines and wires must go to quick release hooks. These hooks have strain 
gauges; the line tension is monitored by the Terminal.  
No short splices in minimum moorings.  
On lines in excess of minimum mooring, only one short splice per line is permitted.  
Breast lines must be lead as close to 90 degrees to the axis of the vessel as possible.  
Spring and breast leads must be winch mounted lines.  
Ships over 55,000 DWT must use winch mounted wire or hi-modulus spring lines  
Ships over 70,000 DWT must use a minimum of 10 winch mounted wire or hi-modulus 
lines  
Ships over 115 DWT must use a minimum of 14 winch mounted lines with a minimum of 3 
winch mounted spring lines each direction.  
Exceeding Minimum Mooring  
Additional lines may be used at the discretion of the vessel Master or may be required 
depending on unfavorable weather conditions. On lines in excess of minimum mooring, only 
one short splice per line is permitted.  
Winches and Line Handling  
The Terminal has strategically placed motorized capstans for assistance in pulling in mooring lines. 
Terminal personnel will handle shore side mooring operations. 
 
TUG REQUIREMENTS  
All vessels calling at Phillips 66 Rodeo Marine Terminal shall use escorts in accordance 
with California Department of Fish and Game’s Office of Oil Spill Prevention and Response 
regulations 14 CCR 851-851.10.1 –Tug Escort Regulations. San Francisco Bay Area Tug 
Escort Form must be filled out prior to Pilot boarding. This form will be completed at the 
Escort Conference; copies are available from the Agent.  A vessel shall have present, 
during mooring and unmooring, a tug or combinations of tugs with a bollard pull in pounds 
equal to or greater than the vessel’s deadweight tonnage during mooring and unmooring. 
This is a State Lands requirement.  
 
The following will be the minimum tug requirements:  
Up to 30,000 DWT must use 2 Class B conventional twin screw tugs for mooring and 
unmooring.  
Ships 30,000 DWT up to 50,000 DWT must use 2 Class A twin screw tugs. One must be a 
tractor tug.  
Ships 50,000 up to 115, 000 DWT must use a minimum of 2 A tractor tugs for mooring and 
unmooring.  
Ships 115,000 DWT up to 143,000 DWT must use 2 A+ tractor tugs and 1 A tractor tug for 
mooring and 2 A+ tractor tugs for unmooring.  
Ships 143,000 DWT up to 200000 DWT must use 3 class A+ tractor tugs for mooring and 
unmooring.  
Polar ENDEAVOUR class ships may moor and unmoor with 2 A+ Tractor Tugs providing all 
requirements for tug escort exemption is met at the time of mooring and unmooring.  
Barges with a design capacity of 50,000 bbls or more must use one conventional twin screw 
class B tug or greater for mooring and unmooring.  
These are minimum requirements. The Master and/or Pilot shall exercise good seamanship in 
determining if conditions are such that warrant increasing from this minimum. 
 
 



Selby (ROD8) 
 
a. Presently, the terminal allows vessels up to 800’ LOA or 100, 000 DWT. Both port and starboard side 
mooring is acceptable. However, starboard side mooring is strongly recommended. 
b. Consult the Operations pilot for tug recommendations. At the discretion of the owner or master, an 
assist tug may stand-by while a ship is moored to the wharf. 
c. Vessels may undock an time during flood current or during ebb current of less than 2.0 knots, based 
on the current station at the following location: Carquinez Strait (west end, bridge)(20d). NO VESSEL 
SHOULD DOCK OR UNDOCK WITH EBB CURRENT GREATER THAN TWO KNOTS. 
 

A. Berthing and Mooring 
 

1. Environmental Conditions 
 
The Selby Terminal experiences strong ebb and flood currents, especially during periods of spring 
run-off.  Selby is considered to be a “high current terminal” with current speeds up to 2.0 knots and 
above. 
 
The terminal area is subject to prevailing winds, normally from the west, northwest, and east.  Wave 
action is not significant at the Terminal.  The tide range at the Selby Terminal is from a maximum 
high tide of 7.8 feet to a minimum low tide of -1.8 feet (MLLW) 
 
2. Mooring Procedures 
 
The Selby terminal can allow mooring of vessels up to 100,000 DWT.  Both port side and star board 
side mooring is acceptable.  For both mooring orientations, the vessels rudder should be centered 
amidships. 
 
Due to the size of vessels moored and the potential for high currents, the following mooring 
procedures are required for the terminal.  These include: 
 

(1)  Attention to mooring line type and configuration, and 
 

(2) Monitoring wind velocity and stopping transfer operations when wind velocities exceed 
terminal operating limitations for direction, speed, and current speed shown on the TOL 
charts numbered 1 through 10 in this section (Appendix 2). 

 
Crockett (CRM1) 
 
a. Vessels should dock and undock with less than 1 kt. of current from ahead due to the proximity of the 
shore loading arms. 
b. Pilot requires two tugs for berthing and un-berthing. 
 
Actual water depth alongside is approximately 33.5 FT Brackish.    Tidal range between minus 1 foot to 
plus 5 feet. 
 



Terminal advises air draft restriction from tank top to hatch coaming should not exceed 50 feet as this 
will pose a problem when removing the unloading legs. 
 

Amorco (MRZ5) 
 
TESORO TERMINAL REGULATIONS FOR SHIPS AND BARGES 
 
Tesoro requires the vessel to maintain at least 2 feet of UKC through any stage of the tide while 
alongside Avon or Amorco Terminal. Please reference the most current Tesoro Draft Notice to confirm 
the max draft and UKC requirement for your vessel. The most current notice can be obtained from the 
agent or Tesoro directly. 
 
Tug Requirements 

 Barges: For docking and undocking, loaded or light, two tugs are required for all barges 
regardless of size. The assist tug must be a twin screw class B or better. 

 ATB: Articulated Tug and Barge units will require as a minimum for docking and undocking one (1) 
tractor tug class A or better and one (1) class B or better in addition to the dedicated ATB tug. 

 Ships up to 120 MDWT will require as a minimum for docking and undocking two (2) tractor tugs class 
A or better. 

 120 MDWT to 199 MDWT will require as a minimum for docking two (2) tractor tugs class A and one 
twin screw conventional tug Class A or better. 

 120 MDWT to 199 MDWT will require as a minimum for undocking two (2) tractor tugs Class A or 
better. 

 Polar Tankers, Millennium Class, will require for docking and undocking two (2) tractors Class A or 
better. 
At Amorco, if docking starboard to, then the vessel must dock into the ebb and can only leave on ebb 
current. The sailing time is to be set no later than two hours prior to low water slack based on the 
“Martinez Marina, 0.61 nmi. NNW of (23d)” current station. 
At Amorco, if docking port side to, then the vessel can leave at any state of the tide/current, but during 
the ebb, the current should be less than one knot. 
 
 

Valero (BNC4) 
 
a. Those vessels using VALERO TERMINAL FACILITIES should comply with all of the regulations of that 
facility. 
b. Vessels port side to undock during Ebb current only. Vessels starboard side to may undock anytime 
during flood current or during ebb current of less than 2.0 kts, based on the Army Pt. Pier Lt, 0,2 nm SE 
of (21d). NO VESSEL SHOULD DOCK OR UNDOCK WITH EBB CURRENT GREATER THAN 2 KTS. 
c. Vessels docking and undocking at this facility should use adequate tugs as listed in 
 
C.1 Pilotage 
 
The local pilot service, known as the San Francisco Bar Pilots, provides pilotage for the Port of San 
Francisco. 



Masters requesting the services of a harbor pilot (inbound & outbound) shall place their request at least 
two (2) hours prior to arrival at the sea buoy. Vessel movements are conducted on a 24-hour basis 
throughout the year with the exception of tank vessels, which are not allowed to pass through the 
breakwater during hours of darkness. 
 
C.2 Pilot/Master Information Exchange 
 
In the interest of safety of the vessel and protection of the shore facility, the Master and the Pilot shall 
exchange information regarding navigation procedures, local conditions and the vessel’s characteristics. 
It is particularly important that any deficiency of equipment, which may affect the navigation, 
maneuverability or capability to safely moor at the Terminal dock, be noted on the information card and 
brought to the attention of the pilot. 
 
C.3 Tugs, Moorings and Mooring Crews 
 
Tug Requirements 
 
The use of adequately powered tugs is required to ensure control of the vessel when docking or 
undocking. Vessels must utilize the minimum tug assistance outlined in the table below, unless prior 
approval has been obtained from the Terminal Supervisor. Such approval would depend on the 
conditions of tide, currents, wind, and the maneuverability of the vessel. 
 
VESSEL SIZE MOORING* UNMOORING* 
<30K DWT 2 class B* 2 class B tugs* 
30k DWT to 65k DWT 1 class B and 1 class A 1 class B and 1 class A 
65K DWT to 130k DWT 2 class A and 1 class B 2 class A tugs 
130k DWT to 195k DWT 4 class A OR 3 class A if 3 class A tugs 
 
2 tractor tugs are employed over 195k DWT 4 class A tugs 3 class A tugs and 1 class B 
 
Polar ENDEAVOUR class ships may moor and unmoor with 2 A+ Tractor Tugs providing all requirements 
for tug escort exemption is met at the time of mooring and unmooring. If conditions warrant, the master 
and/or pilot may use an additional tug at their discretion. 
 
*Notes 

 A bow thruster with 1000 available horsepower or greater is equivalent to one class B 
tugboat. 

 Tug classes are as defined by the SF Bay Marine Exchange classifications as follows: 
Tug Class Minimum Bollard Pull (in pounds) OR Tractor Tug bollard pull, all directions 
A 85,000 ahead, 55,000 astern 60,000 lbs or greater 
B 60,000 ahead, 45,000 astern less than 60,000 lbs 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Union Pacific Railroad Bridge 
 
a. During average tidal conditions vessels can normally pass without time restrictions if the air draft is no 
higher than 132 feet. 
b. Vessels 800’ or longer, or beam greater than or equal to 130’, must transit the bridge at or near slack 
water and daylight only. 
c. Any vessel of PANAMAX Class or larger or with air draft of more than 132' must coordinate with the 
Operations Pilot. 
d. Maximum beam permitted will be 145’ or less. 
 

Martinez and Avon Terminals (MRZ6, MRZ8) 
 
a. Loaded tankers should dock starboard side to on the ebb. 
b. Vessels in ballast should be turned and docked port side to on the flood 
c. Loaded vessels that will backload should be turned port side to during the period in which the vessel's 
draft will permit this to be safely done at optimum stage of the tide and current. Consult the Operations 
Pilot. 
d. For vessels 610’ or less turning in the Avon Turning Basin, maximum drafts should be no greater than 
32’ F and 34’ A. For vessels 611’ or greater, maximum drafts should be no greater than 30’ F and 32’ A. 
e. Vessels docked either port or starboard side to at MRZ6 & MRZ8 must sail on the flood tide only; 
based on Benicia Bridge Current Station (11d). 
f. Maximum draft for vessels arriving at MRZ6 & MRZ8 will be calculated on the height of the tide at 
Suisun Point one hour after high water slack at Avon. It will be based on fresh water draft (1.000) 
allowing for 3’ UKC on the latest controlling depth in Bulls Head Channel. Contact the Operations Pilot 
for controlling depth and assistance with calculating maximum draft allowed. 
 
TESORO TERMINAL REGULATIONS FOR SHIPS AND BARGES 
 
Tesoro requires the vessel to maintain at least 2 feet of UKC through any stage of the tide while 
alongside Avon or Amorco Terminal. Please reference the most current Tesoro Draft Notice to confirm 
the max draft and UKC requirement for your vessel. The most current notice can be obtained from the 
agent or Tesoro directly. 
 
Tug Requirements 

 Ships up to 120 MDWT will require as a minimum for docking and undocking two (2) tractor 
tugs class A or better. 

 120 MDWT to 199 MDWT will require as a minimum for docking two (2) tractor tugs class A and 
one twin screw conventional tug Class A or better. 

 120 MDWT to 199 MDWT will require as a minimum for undocking two (2) tractor tugs Class A 
or better. 

 Polar Tankers, Millennium Class, will require for docking and undocking two (2) tractors Class A 
or better. 
 
At Amorco, if docking starboard to, then the vessel must dock into the ebb and can only leave on ebb 
current. The sailing time is to be set no later than two hours prior to low water slack based on the 
“Martinez Marina, 0.61 nmi. NNW of (23d)” current station. 



At Amorco, if docking port side to, then the vessel can leave at any state of the tide/current, but during 
the ebb, the current should be less than one knot. 


